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Abstract 
Software development for space applications is characterized by historically grown structures and conservative 
methods derived from traditional project management. Many of these methods are not easily transferable from 
normal product development to software development. Project risk is high and delays are the rule due to the 
many uncertainties regarding the planned cost and time budget, possible requirement changes in later project 
phases as well as unforeseeable complications. Furthermore, these methods have very limited flexibility and 
come with highly time-consuming planning, implementation and, if necessary, problem solving. 

Agile software development does not require that all requirements are known and well-defined at the beginning 
of the project. The development is incremental and generates a usable and testable software product with 
every new iteration. This makes the development more flexible and problems can be detected earlier and 
solved with less effort. Due to the frequent integration into the existing system, a close collaboration is possible 
across subsystems as well as the customer or the project partners. This increased flexibility and improved 
cooperation reduces project risk, cost and time until delivery. 

This paper shows the application of agile software development in the space sector applied to a CubeSat 
project. Within the student satellite project Munich Orbital Verification Experiment II (MOVE-II) at the Technical 
University of Munich (TUM) the concept of agile software development was successfully applied to develop 
the software of the on-board computer within a few months. The agile methods presented in this article demon-
strate software development that does not require the final requirements at the beginning of the development 
process. These methods allow that a new version of the software can be tested and operated after every 
iteration of the process. The launch of our CubeSat MOVE-II is scheduled for early 2018. 

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper shows the application of agile software de-
velopment in the space sector, applied to a CubeSat 
project. It will first give a short introduction into the 
traditional sequential software development used ex-
tensively in the space sector before we briefly de-
scribe CubeSats and our own CubeSat project, called 
MOVE-II. Chapter 2 will focus on sequential software 
development as well as agile software development 
and point out key differences. After that the methods 
and processes from the area of agile software devel-
opment that we applied to the MOVE-II project will be 
explained. Following the conclusion and a summary 
of lessons learned we will provide an outlook for the 
future of software development in the space sector. 

1.1. Software Development for Space Applica-
tions 
For decades, high mission costs forced the space in-
dustry to be risk-averse, thus relying on methods, pro-
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cesses and tools with a long heritage. While this ap-
proach led to approved, well-known technologies and 
workflows, software and software developments re-
mained a critical aspect of every space mission. 
Losses due to software flaws, like Mars Climate Or-
biter [1], Ariane 5 flight 501 [2] and Mars Polar Lander 
[3] are showing the criticality of this process, espe-
cially since the complexity of the on board software 
historically increases with an exponential growth rate 
of a factor of 10 approximately every 10 years over 
the last 40 years [4].  

Traditionally, software development for space appli-
cations adheres to a rigorous, standardized design 
process. The development methodology usually fol-
lows predictive models like the Waterfall model, the 
Compressed Waterfall Model or the Incremental Build 
Model. Adaptive Models like the Spiral model or agile 
software development have been usually used only 
for less critical software although they promise more 
flexibility to change and do not require extensively de-
fined requirements [1]. 
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According to [6], many space programs face the risk 
of cost growth and schedule delays due to software 
development issues. A more rigorous software as-
sessment process with earlier detection and correc-
tion of software flaws could save more than a third of 
these costs. 

1.2. CubeSats 
CubeSats [7], standardized satellites that come in 
multiples of so-called units (10 x 10 x 10 cm), are be-
ing developed in universities and companies all over 
the world. They enable fast and cheap access to 
space and students to obtain hands-on experience 
about spacecraft technologies. Thus, novel satellite 
hardware as well as development processes can be 
researched with less resources and risk than in tradi-
tional space programs. 
 
Within the MOVE-II satellite project [8] of the Tech-
nical University of Munich, several novel concepts are 
investigated. A fault-tolerant, radiation-robust filesys-
tem [9], autonomous Chip Level debugging [10], de-
pendable data storage on miniaturized satellites [11], 
a novel communication protocol for miniaturized sat-
ellites [12] and MicroPython as Application Layer Pro-
gramming Language [13] have been studied so far.  
 
Results of a statistical analysis of 178 launched Cu-
beSats [14] show that many CubeSats fail due to in-
sufficient testing in flight configuration. Lessons 
learned of First-MOVE [15] yielded in the goal of de-
veloping and testing the software as early as possible 
in the MOVE-II project. Thus, agile software develop-
ment was chosen as the software development meth-
odology for MOVE-II.  

1.3. The MOVE-II CubeSat Project 
MOVE-II is a 1 Unit (1U) CubeSat (see Fig. 1) that is 
being developed by students at the Technical Univer-
sity of Munich (TUM) since April 2015. 
 

 
Fig. 1: MOVE-II in launch configuration. 

The satellite, carrying novel solar cells as a scientific 
payload [16], will be launched into a 575 km sun-syn-
chronous orbit (SSO) in early 2018. 
 
According to project internal statistics, a total of 102 
voluntary students worked over 46,000 hours for the 
MOVE-II project in a period of one year and ten 
months so far. As a university project this comes with 
a high fluctuation in the numbers of active students, 
weekly working hours and a more complicated trans-
fer of knowledge between the participants. These cir-
cumstances also greatly affect the management of 
the project including the adherence to the project plan 
and deadlines, causing an even bigger conflict be-
tween the three typical forces in project management 
of using limited resources within a defined time frame 
to ensure an acceptable quality.  
 
The MOVE-II software architecture is based on a cus-
tom distribution of Linux running on our Command 
and Data Handling Board. This builds the base for 
many small programs that serve exactly one purpose. 
Each subsystem is continuously running one of these 
programs as a so called “daemon”. These daemons 
provide the interface for each subsystems’ functions 
and interact with the other daemons over the mes-
sage bus “D-Bus”. Some programs on the other hand 
do not need this message bus because they fulfill 
their purpose once they are started, for example the 
program that deploys our solar panels and radio an-
tennas by sending commands to our EPS subsystem 
daemon to activate certain power switches. 
 
Due to the nature of this voluntary project, the limited 
time and low financial budget and the lower effort for 
development and testing, we decided to use widely 
used tools (like Linux, several standard libraries and 
other commonly used tools as for example the initial-
ization system “systemd”) for the implementation of 
our system functionality. 

2. BACKGROUND: SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Software development processes can be grouped 
into different categories. This section will point out the 
main characteristics of sequential and agile software 
development and their key differences. 

2.1. Sequential Software Development 
Sequential software development processes such as 
the Waterfall model and the V-Model strictly follow 
planned phases. This starts with the requirements 
analysis and continues with the phases design, im-
plementation and testing. While the V-Model already 
uses testing to verify the smallest components, the 
waterfall model focuses on testing everything once 
implementation is finished. 
 
This approach works very good when all activities and 
tasks as well as requirements are well defined and 
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foreseeable. This process can lead to very problem-
atic situations if unforeseen situations or problems oc-
cur, or if these preconditions are not met. These situ-
ations often result in being over budget or behind 
schedule [17].  

2.2. Agile Software Development 
Agile software development processes are always it-
erative processes where the created artifacts evolve 
incrementally. The existing result of any iteration can 
be delivered to the customer and further improved, 
changed and extended in the next iteration. 
 
Agile software development follows principles as de-
fined in [18]: “Individuals and interactions over pro-
cesses and tools, working software over comprehen-
sive documentation, customer collaboration over con-
tract negotiation, responding to change over following 
a plan.” 

 
Agile software development is often used in environ-
ments where requirements are prone to change. It al-
lows to have a usable product at an early stage of the 
product lifecycle and therefore allows early testing as 
well as iteratively delivering improved versions. At the 
same time the previous version acts as a fallback in 
case the newest version does not work as intended 
and enables to deliver a minimum viable product at 
any given time in the process. 

3. METHODS AND PROCESSES 
During the development of the software for MOVE-II 
we applied methods and processes that were 
adapted from the agile software development de-
scribed in chapter 2. This chapter will provide details 
about these methods and reasons why we chose to 
apply them to the MOVE-II project. As the first step 
the system architecture had to be designed. After-
wards the collection of requirements and the imple-
mentation of the minimum viable product was con-
ducted. The created artifacts were then tested as well 
as iteratively improved and extended. 

3.1. Subsystem Decomposition 
The software operating on our satellite can be split 
into different groups using their purpose or the hard-
ware they are interacting with. Following this ap-
proach, we grouped all software components into the 
already existing subsystems of the satellite, namely: 
Structure (solar panel and antenna deployment soft-
ware), Thermal (temperature monitoring software), 
Attitude Determination and Control Software, Com-
munications software, Electrical Power System (elec-
trical power control and analysis software), Payload 
software and Command and Data Handling software 
which also provides common functionality for all other 
software. 
 

This enabled us to create clearly defined interfaces 
between the different software components and sub-
systems and allowed us to develop independently un-
til we integrated the software on the satellite. Every 
subsystem daemon has the exclusive right to speak 
to its hardware, e.g. EPS to the EPS board using an 
Inter-Integrated Circuit (I²C) bus or ADCS to the 
ADCS board using a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 
bus. 

3.2. Collection of Requirements 
Following the subsystem decomposition, the require-
ments for every software component had to be de-
fined. For this, we created a high-level description of 
all functionality and interfaces for every component. 
These descriptions included external functions for 
every component as well as functions that all compo-
nents must have, as well as details about the internal 
functionality of the components. These internal re-
quirements reduced the possibilities of how the re-
quirements can be implemented and further simplified 
the process of creating the first minimum viable prod-
uct. 
 
Following the agile software development approach 
these requirements were then successively specified 
in more detail to reduce the number of possible inter-
pretations as well as changed and adjusted if neces-
sary. Overall the most basic interfaces and definitions 
did not change much as the most common changes 
where clarifications and a higher level of detail. 

3.3. Minimum Viable Product & Focus on System 
Tests 
After the collection of requirements, the first goal was 
to implement a very first version of all the software 
components in a few days. The so-created version 
constituted the Minimum Viable Product of our soft-
ware and therefore included the most important func-
tionality and interfaces and allowed us to run it to-
gether with the other components on the hardware. 
This enabled us to detect problems that occurred in 
interaction with other subsystems and their software 
at an early stage and quickly find solutions for those 
problems. 

3.4. Iterative Improvement and Continuous Deliv-
ery 
After the implementation of the Minimum Viable Prod-
uct there has always been an artifact that could be 
tested and incrementally changed. This means that 
the basic functionality can be improved and extended, 
and that additional features can be added. 
 
Using automatic build pipelines and the version con-
trol system “git” and the web interface “GitLab”, every 
change to our software triggered the delivery of a new 
artifact that we could deploy to our hardware and test 
together with the rest of the system. In case the new 
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feature did not work, we were able to roll back to the 
last version that was used and continue development 
with this successfully tested artifact. Incorporating ag-
ile methods like “Scrum” the software development 
was organized into weekly sprints for which the tasks 
were prioritized, estimated and then committed to by 
the team of developers once a week. Thus, every 
week brought a new version of our software compo-
nents that we deployed to the satellite and tested. 
 
Furthermore, all changes to our stable and already 
tested version were reviewed by another developer 
before they were incorporated into the existing ver-
sion. This ensured a high code quality and a broader 
distribution of knowledge about changes, known is-
sues, best practices and the progress in the team. 

4. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK 
We presented an example of agile software develop-
ment methods and processes applied to a space ap-
plication, the MOVE-II CubeSat project. We success-
fully developed all software for our satellite in a 
timeframe of roughly 9 months. Having a Minimum Vi-
able Product of our software components after two 
months enabled us to detect hardware issues and 
start system level testing early on. 
 
Compared with the traditional software development 
for space applications where purely sequential pro-
cesses are used we could integrate all hardware and 
software as soon as all hardware was available and 
find mistakes in hardware and software design and 
implementation and fix those issues without causing 
budget overruns or being behind schedule. 
 
We believe that this approach can positively influence 
other projects where the system tests might otherwise 
be neglected due to insufficient time near the end of 
the project. Also, non-CubeSat projects can use this 
knowledge to further improve their processes and 
maybe incorporate more agility in their missions. 
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